Meet the new look
Composer
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Investing for the future
The global financial services sector is experiencing
major digital transformation. New technologies such
as robotics automation, natural language chatbots,
artificial intelligence and machine learning are
changing the way organisations do business and
engage with their customers.
The industry continues to look for operational
efficiencies and cost savings to offset the decline in

margins, whilst ensuring that technology continues to
drive down a reduction in risk.
To ensure your business is ready to take advantage
of these opportunities, we’re upgrading Composer
platform to the latest technology. The new look
Composer will be a flexible microservices based
financial services platform with a modern, responsive
web interface.
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The new look Composer will
support your business growth
by delivering:
Improved user experience
Enhanced functionality
Lower technology operating costs
Increased integration capability

“Many of the challenges we see
with big platform projects here in
the UK are really about the way
they integrate with other systems.
So it’s good to see the likes of
GBST investing in this area to
offer more granular integration
options for their clients. With so
much focus on digital we expect
to see more platform providers
extending their capabilities in this
space which can only be good for
the market”.
Kevin Okell
Managing Director, Altus Consulting

Future-ready technology stack
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Improved user
experience
Considered design following established UX
practices using our in-house digital design
capabilities.
Reduce training overhead related to bringing in
new administration staff and getting them up to
speed on the application.

Responsive to
window size

Responsive design
Viewable on smaller devices and
provides more re-sizing options to
allow multi-tasking and sharing.
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Cleaner user interface
Easier to navigate, more intuitive, less buttons and
processes to remember.
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Improved visibility of errors and warnings.
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Enhanced
functionality
New features to improve back
office operational efficiency

Guided journeys
Onboard new users step by step to
get them up and running quickly and
reduce the likelihood of errors.
•

Add new investor

•

Benefit crystallisation

•

Annuity onboarding
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Quicker functions
Certain functions will be quicker due
to new functionality and frameworks.

Smart menu
search

Typeahead se
arch

Search results
page

Dashboards
Dashboards provide more information in one place
with investor notifications, warnings and balances
brought to the attention of the user.
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Lower technology
operating costs
The new look Composer takes advantage of efficient modern
technologies to reduce your cost of ownership.
•

Automated deployment to reduce the effort spent on
infrastructure management and deployment

•

Application management and monitoring using industry
standard tools

•

Improved visibility and consolidation of logs that plug into
common industry solutions such as EFK to reduce issue
investigation

•

Increased opportunities for automated testing

Responsive UI (React JS)
Composer Domain REST API
(Spring Boot)
Authorisation Service

B2B Services

Reporting Services (Jasper)
Message Broker (RabbitMQ)

Third Party
Integration
Services

Database

‘Always On’
SQL Availability
Group

Cloud or
Bare Metal
Hosting

Kubernetes
Cluster
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Integration architecture

GBST
Product
Front Ends

Your Internal
Systems

GBST
Microservice

Composer APIs

GBST
Microservice

System of
Record

Third Parties /
Prospects

Public
APIs

Developer Portal

Your Developers

API
Gateway

Your Employees

API Library

API Design

Our deployment
package will include
Open API/swagger
files which can be
consumed by your own
API portal and gateway

GBST
Microservice

GBST
Developers

Your Components
GBST Components
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Future ready
technology stack
A clear focus on ensuring the technology stack provides a robust platform for your operating
environment today and into the future.
•

Extensible architecture to ease the introduction of new emerging technology components

•

Cloud ready to scale your application on demand

Infrastructure

API Tier

Persistence

Latest Javascript libraries that benefit from the continual advances in user experience

Front ends

•

NB: Some of these components are shown as they are compatible with the new technology but are not provided by GBST as part of a release.
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Contact us for a demonstration.
info@gbst.com
www.gbst.com
+61 2 9253 6555

Australia | New Zealand | Europe | United States | Canada
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